
Neuroimage Processing 

Instructor: Moo K. Chung 
mchung@wisc.edu 

September 4, 2009 



Course Aims 
•  To present mathematical and statistical techniques 

used in the field of brain image processing and 
analysis, with an emphasis on actual computer 
implementation. 

•  MATLAB is the language of instruction but student 
can use any computer language or their choice to do 
a course project.  



Target Audience 

•  This course is designed for researchers and 
students who wish to analyze and model 
brain images quantitatively in an advanced 
level.  

•  The course material is applicable to a wide 
variety of other medical and biological 
imaging problems.  

•  Basic requirement: none. 



Course Evaluation 
•  Attendance & class participation 20% 
(participating active class discussion and doing 

oral presentation at the end of semester) 

•  Take-home exams 30% 
(monthly take-home exams) 

•  Final research project 50% 
(need to submit the final report of about 15-25 

pages excluding figures, tables and 
references. it also should contain more than 20 
related references). 



Course Workload 

•  Approximately 10-20 hours/week depending 
on the qualification of students assuming you 
have 60-80 work hours/week. 

•  Read my lecture notes, textbook and about 
two assigned papers.    



Course Topics 
•  Brain image data and MATLAB programming 
•  Linear and nonlinear filters, and image smoothing 
•  Histogram and intensity normalization 
•  Gaussian mixture model and image segmentation 
•  Image registration 
•  General linear models and other statistical models 
•  Computational neuroanatomy 



Course website 
brainimaging.waisman.wisc.edu/~chung/neuro.processing/ 

Lecture notes will be uploaded 10mins before each lecture. 
Feel free to bring laptops for note taking and web surfing. 

Currently writing 400 page textbook titled “computational 
neuroanatomy” to be published in 2011. The lecture 
materials will be put into a book form. Download 
M.K.Chung.Book.2009.pdf few hours before each lecture. 

Textbook 



Sample data & Codes 
Look for directory \data.codes\ few hours before each 
lecture starts. 

Course discussion board 
groups.google.com/group/brainimage 

If you don’t become a member, you won’t receive any 
email from me. 



Tips for graduate students  

1. Your best friend 
www.google.com 

2. Your second best friend 
scholar.google.com 



Occam’s razor 
• When given two equally valid explanations (model) 
for a phenomenon, one should embrace the less 
complicated formulation (model). 

• All things being equal, the simplest solution tends to 
be the best one. 

• If you want to try complicated modeling, do the 
simplest model first. 

• Do not try bang your head on the wall trying to do a 
complicated analysis when you can even build a 
simpler model. 



1. No plagiarism of any sort will be allowed 
in the course. 

2. Work alone for take-home exams and 
the project. But feel free to discuss all other 
matters with class mates and the instructor. 

3. Office hour: talk to me after each class 
or send email to mkchung@wisc.edu to set 
up the appointment.  

NOTES 



Waisman Laboratory for Brain Imaging and Behavior 
3T MRI, PET, microPET, EEG, MEG, eye tracking, etc. 
everything under a single roof. Research only facility.  

6 faculty + 10 PhD level scienHsts + 10 postdocs + 5 
administraHve staff + 50 graduate students + plus many 
undergraduate students 

http://brainimaging.waisman.wisc.edu 

Your instructor is from 



Waisman laboratory for brain imaging 

AcHve research areas: auHsm, depression, 
mood disorders, emoHon related, meditaHon, 
DTI, MRI anatomical studies, developmental, 
animal studies  

Dalai Lama & Richard Davidson 



Lecture 1 

Overview of Brain Image Analysis 

September 4, 2009 



3D Brain Images 

•  Various imaging modalities can be 
modeled and analyzed in a similar 
mathematical fashion. 

•  Examples of brain images:  
MRI, fMRI, PET, DTI 



Positron Emission Tomography ( PET) 

Normal Brain Brain of 9 year old girl  
suffering from epilepsy. 

Montreal Neurological Institute 



Functional MRI 

a 

b

c



Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI)  

Tensor data = 
3 by 3 matrix values 
at each voxel are diffusion 
coeffiients. 

Andrew L. Alexander 
University of Wisconsin-Madison 



Principal eigenvectors of the diffusion coefficient matrix  
can be considered as the tangent vector of the stream lines 
that represents white fiber.   

Intensity = eigenvalues 



Streamline based tractography 
second order Runge-Kutta algorithm (Lazar et al., HBM. 2003). 

White maNer fibers  
 edges of graph 



Hypothesis of interest 

Different clinical groups have different white fiber structures. 
There are many supporting evidences from the voxel-based 
morphometry (VBM). 

Autistic group shows less white matter concentration  
(Chung et al., NeuroImage 2004) 



Tracts passing 
through the splenium 
of the corpus 
callosum 



3T Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 

Provide greater image 
contrast in soft tissues than  
computed tomography (CT) 



Main methodological  
issues in MRI analysis 

1.  Image segmentation: cancer, subcortical 
and cortical structures 

2.  Image registration: proper alignment within 
and between images and structures 

3.  Imaging measurements: Imaging based 
biomarkers, quantification of image 
characteristics 

4.  Image statistics: Data analysis on imaging 
biomarkers 

5.  Validation: validation of the above 
procedures  



Gray  
Matter 

White  
Matter 

1. Image segmentation 

Outer  
Cortical 
Surface 

Inner 
Cortical 
Surface 

Skull 

Image segmentation is  
necessary to quantify 
anatomical substructures 



Segmentation based on Gaussian mixture model 
SPM result 

Automatic skull stripping can remove unwanted  
anatomical regions automatically.  



Gaussian mixture modeling - EM algorithm 

Shubing Wang 
Merck 



Active contour based corpus callosum segmentation 

Shubing Wang 
Merck 
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Ultrasound imaging 

Active contour based cancer segmentation 



 

 

Conforcal microscopic  
image of a mouse brain

Rosenthal fiber 
segmentation via
K-means clustering 

All medical imaging 
modalities will introduce 
application specific 
intensity nonuniformity. 



Cortical Surface 
Polygonal mesh 
Mesh resolution 3mm 

82,190 triangles 

40,962 vertices 

20,000 parameters per surface 

Spherical harmonic 
representation 



320 1280 5120 20480 81920 

Deformable surface algorithm McDonalds et al. (2001) NeuroImage 

Multiscale triangle subdivision at each iteration 
increases the complexity of anatomical boundary 



amygdala manual 
segmentation 

Why manual? It’s one of 
few structures we can’t 
segment automatically.  



Nacewicz et al., Arch. Gen. Psychiatry 2006 

Amygdala manual segmentation and much more 



ROI-based Volumetry  

There is no volume 
difference in autism vs. 
control  
(n=47): 

Left (p=0.64) 
Right (p=0.81) 

Need for a more 
complicated 
morphometric 
technique 



2D surface model of left amygdala 
using marching cubes algorithm 

left  

front middle 

top 

bottom 

back 

Orientation 

Need to filter out 
geometrical 
noise 



front 

3D model of left amygdala of subject 
001 

back 
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MATLAB demonstration 
for amygdala surface modeling 



Angiogram: 3D segmentation and 
visualization of blood vessels 



Map 

Jim Brinkley 
University of Washington 



1st scan: 14 year 2nd scan: 19 year 

5 years later 

Need to establish anatomically corresponding voxels 
within subject or between subjects for comparison. 

2. Image Registration 



The aim of image registration is to find a 
smooth one-to-one mapping that establishes a 
reasonable anatomical correspondence 
automatically.  



Displacement vector fields 



Deformation vs. Displacement 

Image registration 
algorithms 

• Elastic deformation 
based 
• Fluid dynamics based 
• Intensity correlation 
based 
• Basis function 
approach 
• Bayesian approach 



      x'=                       y'=                       z'= 
        -1.212161e+02   -1.692117e+02   1.239336e+00 
+       2.846339e+00    9.860215e-01    -4.670216e-03   x 
+       4.541216e-01    3.344188e+00    -1.022118e-02   y 
+       2.277959e+00    1.849708e+00    9.958860e-01    z 
+       -9.744798e-03   -4.951447e-03   1.253383e-05    x^2 
+       -4.519879e-03   -4.248561e-03   -2.655254e-05   x*y 
+       -9.122374e-04   -9.371881e-03   4.040382e-05    y^2 
+       -1.624103e-02   -3.371953e-03   2.356452e-06    x*z 
+       -3.519974e-03   -2.799626e-02   9.228041e-05    y*z 
+       -1.572948e-02   -1.688950e-03   5.386545e-05    z^2 
+       2.495023e-05    4.120123e-06    3.604820e-08    x^3 
+       3.232645e-06    1.739698e-05    1.044795e-07    x^2*y 
+       1.074305e-05    4.357408e-06    -9.302004e-10   x*y^2 
+       -1.059526e-06   1.699618e-05    1.166377e-07    y^3 
+       5.512034e-06    9.330769e-06    -2.219099e-08   x^2*z 
+       1.275631e-05    -9.233413e-06   1.236940e-07    x*y*z 
+       -5.236010e-07   3.234824e-05    -6.819396e-07   y^2*z 
+       9.506628e-05    1.214112e-05    -1.238024e-07   x*z^2 
+       2.016546e-05    1.475354e-04    -1.693465e-08   y*z^2 
+       3.377913e-06    -7.093638e-05   -2.757074e-07   z^3 

Deformation field expressed in polynomial basis  

Air output 



Image registration of multiple subjects 

Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3 Subject 26 Subject 27 
Subject 24 

template 

. . . .  

The subsequent statistical analysis is performed on this 
template.  



14 year 19 year superimposition 

Surface-to-Surface registration 
sulcal pattern (surface) matching  



Example of surface registration 

subject 1 subject 2 

Surface alignment process 



3. Imaging measurements: what to measure? 

Binary masks: 0 or 1 

Gray matter                White matter 

Gaussian  
kernel smoothing 

Probability map [0 , 1] 



Cortical thickness 
Inconsistent mathematical definitions. There are at least five 
different methods of measuring distance between tissue 
boundaries. 

B 
A 

C B 

orthogonal projection from A to B orthogonal projection from B to C 



Distance based measurement - cortical thickness 



6mm 

0mm 

Cortical thickness 

Cortical thickness = most widely used cortical structural measure  

1st unified cortical analysis framework was given in NeuroImage (2003) 



Topological metric obtained from cortical thickness 

MICCAI 2009 



0.25 -0.25 

Mean Curvature Gaussian Curvature 

-0.015 0.015 



Mean curvature can be used to quantify sulcal pattern  



Application of curvature measure: 
Tensor-based morphometry (TBM) 

Thin-plate spline energy can be used to measure the curvature of the 
surface. Between ages 12 and 16,  it increases both locally and globally. 



6241 Fourier coefficients can be used to quantify 
individual anatomical shape variations 

autistic control difference 

Average SPHARM coefficients 

78th degree Weighted-SPHARM representation 



Weighted-SPHARM 
=Fourier analysis of cortical shape 

Color scale= x-coordinate 



4. Statistical Analyses on Medical Images  

Normal Control Patients 

Main issue: are these images different between groups ? 



More complex example: 
 asymmetry analysis framework  

Clinical population Normal controls 

template 

image 
registration 

image 
registration 



 

Classification for imaging biomarkers 
via logistic discriminant analysis 

Red: mild cognition impairment (MCI) 
Green: elderly normal controls 



Facial emotion discrimination task response time 

Dalton et al. (Nature Neuroscience 2005) 

24 emotional faces, 16 neutral faces 



Correlating behavioral and imaging measures 



How to increase statistical sensitivity ? 

t-statistic map of Jacobian determinant (volume 
measurement) for 28 normal subjects from age 12 to 
age 16. 6.5 

-6.5 

-2.0 

2.0 

10mm FWHM Gaussian kernel smoothing 



Most imaging measurements are noisy.  
Increasing signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio is necessary. 

Cortical thickness dilatation (single subject, age = 14) 



Smoothing along anatomical tissue boundary to increase SNR 

After 10 iterations After 20 iterations Initial Signal 

Diffusion smoothing: isotropic diffusion equation 



Thickness measure Signal enhancement 

Smoothed cortical thickness 



Right Left Left 

Central sulcus 

Temporal lobe 

Occipital lobe 

prefrontal 



Statistical visualization is an important issue 
thresholded 3D pvalue map  



Time series analysis of fMRI signal in the left amygdala 
Main issue: correlated signal over time 



Comparing rate of biological change between groups 

Test null hypothesis  
Ho: slopes in linear models are identical 

Y 

X 

Y 

X 

Y 

X 

Question: what statistical procedure should we use? 



Note 

Auditing students please do not sit at the 
desk and leave the desk for the 
registered students.  

All auditing students should submit their 
name, affiliation, email address to me 
(WCU project requested the info) . 



Nonlinear growth modeling 

  

 

 

Automatic hole patching is 
necessary to construct surface 
topologically equivalent to sphere. 

Approximately 20,000 triangle 
elements  

Histogram 
thresholding 

Hole 
patching 



Nonlinear warping grid Curvatures 

Nonlinear surface registration via curvature matching  



Mandible surface growth modeling 

 

Quadratic fit of 9 male subjects over time in one 
particular point on the mandible surface 



 
 

Locally varying growth rate modeling 

Growth rate (obtained directly from 
the regression model) projected on 
average mandible surface 

Total surface area growth 

Shubing Wang 
Merck 

Related to amygdala surface 
area problem in HW 1 
Read my 2003 NeuroImage paper 



Multiple comparison problems 

Type I error 

t random field 



Worsley’s random field theory based approach  

z = -10 z = 0 z = 10 

(Adler, 1984) 



T random field on manifolds  

Euler characteristic density 

Worsley (1995, NeuroImage) 

FWHM of smoothing kernel or residual field 



Checking normality of imaging measures 

5. Validation 
on statistical model & assumptions 



Quantile-Quantile (QQ) plot showing asymmetric distribution 

Longer tail 



Fisher’s 
Z transform 
on correlation 

Increasing normality  
of data 



Validity of Permutation test  
model free statistical inference 

More than 1500 permutations are needed to 
guarantee the convergence of the thresholding.  
8 hours of running time in MATLAB. 



5. Validation  
on imaging measures 
Ex. Is manual segmentation reliable ? 

For many anatomical areas, possibly due to noise,  
manual segmentation is still the best approach. 

See Chung D.J. et al. 2008. Academic Radiology  



Validation on image registration  
based on simulated 149 subjects 

Central and temporal sulcus 

NeuroImage (2005) 

Left 

Right 



3D volume registration 

Probability of matching in the right central sulcus  

2D surface registration 



Lecture 2 

Voxel-based Morphometry 
Image segmentation 

Mixture model and EM-algorithm 
General linear models 

Read three papers put in the \literature directory  
by next Friday (only in relation to the above topics). 


